Visual Planning’s collaborative platform allows you to manage and monitor the planning and progress of your construction projects efficiently. For all trades or activity sectors, long or short-term projects, small or large teams, Visual Planning provides a flexible and adaptive solution to manage human resources and equipment.

HOW VISUAL PLANNING CAN HELP

Visual Planning’s collaborative platform allows you to manage and monitor the planning and progress of your construction projects efficiently. For all trades or activity sectors, long or short-term projects, small or large teams, Visual Planning provides a flexible and adaptive solution to manage human resources and equipment.

“"We saved a lot of time and became a lot more efficient. Everyone can view status updates with a single click!“
Traction Director – Construction Sector
FOR PROJECT MANAGERS AND SUPERINTENDENTS

- Plan and monitor your projects at the level of detail you need: macroscopic and/or very detailed
  - Access up-to-date information from all worksites immediately
  - Monitor forecasts, planned versus actual schedules, hours entered and progress made on each project
  - Manage teams, vehicles and machinery allocated to each site and get immediate visibility on their availability
- Create and maintain your own database of customers, suppliers and subcontractors
  - Manage your subcontractors and suppliers efficiently based on costs, capacity and skills
  - Integrate Visual Planning with your existing IT systems: ERP, CRM

FOR THE ONSITE TEAM

- Access your schedules from anywhere on mobile devices (tablets or smartphones)
  - Update your tasks in real time to indicate completion or delays
  - Generate precise, personalized reports for optimum tracking of your hours and expenses
- Receive e-mail or SMS notifications for any change of schedule
- Share information between connected users using instant collaboration features (chatrooms, forums)

THEY PUT THEIR TRUST IN US

Visual Planning is available in the cloud or on premise. Ask us to see which model fits your organization’s requirements better.

www.visual-planning.com
Visual Planning is a solution developed by Stilog IST